


Danielle Roberts

Danielle Roberts

Danielle Roberts
I have them in WI, I am in Fla. 
I will send them when I get back

do you think i contradicted myself or was inconsistent?

Danielle Roberts

Danielle Roberts

Danielle Roberts

Danielle Roberts
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Danielle Roberts

Danielle Roberts













Danielle Roberts

Danielle Roberts



Danielle Roberts

Danielle Roberts

Danielle Roberts

Danielle Roberts

Danielle Roberts
This is not true and was a faulty interpretation of the testimonies and evidence and I can prove it

Danielle Roberts

Danielle Roberts

Danielle Roberts

Danielle Roberts

Danielle Roberts
Not true - need steve back to show this/clarify

Danielle Roberts

Danielle Roberts
In a medical procedure - this wasn’t that

Danielle Roberts
This wasn’t my place. This wasn’t medical. I was not the team lead in this “game” . 
If it were medical yes, but this was a private branding endeavor - 
you don’t apply the same rules of Tennis to a game of table tennis the rules are different. 
you don’t apply the same roles in your fammily as you would in the army or a company if a son or daughter builds a company 
and hires their parent the parent no longer has authoriy in that role. the roles change. 
if that some son or daughter is the parents home the rules and roles sitch back to parental authority

Danielle Roberts

Danielle Roberts
not my role/not the rules of this game - objective, goal and outcome were different than that of medicine - ie ultimate fighting



Danielle Roberts
not second degree burns - show all of ours





Danielle Roberts

Danielle Roberts

Danielle Roberts
There was a principled reason for this



Danielle Roberts
break in character

Danielle Roberts
both are true - it was her CC

Danielle Roberts
This is true - he has 2 different roles in the organization





Danielle Roberts
that makes no sense… why would I do that?



Danielle Roberts
Again, these are not contradictory and can co-exist

Danielle Roberts
Not his place to do so, that is not evasion again, that is principle



Danielle Roberts
poor imagination

Danielle Roberts
in the practice of medicine. not in personal endeavors

Danielle Roberts
Become a branding artist - now I’m not a doctor - so i can do it no medically - nutritionist, personal trainer, life coach, healer - medical regulations don’t apply because I’m not doing it as a doctor - I am no longer a doctor - you revoked that privledge



Danielle Roberts
or just the ability to make distinctions between roles and lose myself 
and my identity completely in my job title

Danielle Roberts

Danielle Roberts
START READING HERE

























Danielle Roberts
I’m fine with that

Danielle Roberts
I’m fine with that too _ although i did say i was sad she was not happy with it and that she was choosing to hurt herself emotionally over it



Danielle Roberts
I’m getting an education for sure



Danielle Roberts




















































